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designs early in the design flow. The proposed framework uses FPGA emulation as the key element
to model hardware components of the considered MPSoC platform at multimegahertz speeds. It
automatically extracts detailed system statistics that are used as input to our software thermal
library running in a host computer. This library calculates at runtime the temperature of on-chip
components, based on the collected statistics from the emulated system and final floorplan of the
MPSoC. This enables fast testing of various thermal management techniques. Our results show
speedups of three orders of magnitude compared to cycle-accurate MPSoC simulators.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of multimedia services (e.g., multiview video or multi-
band wireless protocols) are being implemented on embedded consumer elec-
tronics, thanks to the fast evolution of process technology. These new em-
bedded systems demand complex multiprocessor designs to meet their real-
time processing requirements while respecting other critical embedded de-
sign constraints, such as low energy consumption or reduced implementation
size. Moreover, the consumer market is reducing more and more their time-
to-market and price [Jerraya and Wolf 2005], which does not permit complete
redesigns of such multicore systems on a per-product basis. Thus, multiproces-
sor systems-on-chips (MPSoCs) have been proposed as a promising solution for
this context, since they are single-chip architectures consisting of complex inte-
grated components that communicate with each other at very high speeds [Jer-
raya and Wolf 2005]. Nevertheless, one of their main design challenges is the
fast exploration of multiple hardware (HW) and software (SW) implementation
alternatives with accurate estimations of performance, energy, and power to
tune the MPSoC architecture in an early stage of the design process. In addi-
tion, it has been recently outlined that the problem of temperature rise in the
components of future MPSoCs [Skadron et al. 2004] will increase further their
system integration complexity.
With an objective of exploring the HW-SW interaction, several MPSoC sim-
ulators have been proposed, both at transaction and cycle-accurate levels,
using hardware description languages (HDLs) and SystemC [Benini et al.
2005; Braun et al. 2003; CoWare 2004]. Also, recent SW tools can be added
to them to evaluate in detail the thermal pressure in on-chip components
based on runtime power consumption and floorplanning information of the
final MPSoCs [Skadron et al. 2004]. Nevertheless, although these complex
combined SW environments achieve accurate estimations of the system with
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thermal analysis, they are very limited in performance (approximately 10–
100 KHz) due to signal management overhead. Thus, such environments can-
not be used to analyze MPSoC solutions with complex embedded applications
and realistic inputs of the final working environment to cover the variations
in data loads at runtime. Moreover, higher abstraction-level simulators at-
tain faster simulation speeds, but at the cost of a significant loss in accuracy.
Hence, they are not suitable for fine-grained architectural tuning or thermal
modeling.
One solution for the speed problems of cycle-accurate simulators is HW em-
ulation. Various MPSoC emulation frameworks have been proposed [Cadence
2005; Heron Engineering 2004; Aptix 2003]. However, they are usually very
expensive for embedded design (between $100K and $1M). Moreover, they are
not flexible enough for MPSoC architecture exploration, since they mainly aim
at large MPSoCs prototyping or SW debugging. Typically, the baseline archi-
tectures (e.g., processing cores or interconnections) are proprietary, not permit-
ting internal changes. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no flexible
interconnection interfaces between HW emulation and current thermal SW li-
braries exist today. Thus, thermal effects can only be verified in the last phases
of the design process, when the final components have been already devel-
oped, which can produce large overheads in system integration due to cores,
as well as MPSoC architecture redesigns if any problem is discovered at that
moment.
In this article we present a new HW-SW field-programmable gate array
(FPGA)-based emulation framework that allows designers to explore a wide
range of design alternatives for complete MPSoC systems at cycle-accurate lev-
els, while characterizing their thermal behavior at a very fast speed (i.e., 100
MHz) with respect to MPSoC architectural simulators. First, MPSoC HW com-
ponents are mapped on an FPGA to extract a large range of critical statistics
from three key architectural levels of MPSoC systems (i.e., processing cores, the
memory subsystem, and interconnection mechanisms), while real-life applica-
tions are executed. Second, this runtime information is sent through a flexi-
ble interface (using a standard Ethernet connection) to a configurable thermal
model SW tool, running on a host PC, which evaluates at the same speed as
the emulation executes the thermal behavior of the final MPSoC design, and
returns this information to the FPGA emulating it. This final step enables test-
ing runtime temperature management strategies in real time. Our results il-
lustrate that the proposed HW-SW framework achieves detailed cycle-accurate
reports with speedups of three orders of magnitude compared to state-of-the-art
cycle-accurate MPSoC simulators. Moreover, our experiments indicate the ben-
efit of the proposed framework to study the importance of packaging floorplan
features in MPSoC designs.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview
related work on MPSoC modeling, testing, and thermal-aware design. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the configurable architecture of the emulated MPSoCs. In
Section 4, we explain the used HW statistics extraction subsystem. In Section 5
we describe the configurable thermal SW libraries used. In Section 6, we detail
how the HW-SW emulation process of MPSoC architectures is performed. In
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Section 7, we illustrate the speed and versatility of our thermal emulation tool
for MPSoC designers. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 8.
2. RELATED WORK
It is widely accepted that MPSoCs represent a promising solution for forth-
coming complex embedded systems [Jerraya and Wolf 2005]. This has spurred
research on modeling and prototyping MPSoC designs, using both HW and SW.
From the SW viewpoint, solutions have been suggested at different abstrac-
tion levels, enabling tradeoffs between simulation speed and accuracy. First,
fast analytical models have been proposed to prune very distinct design op-
tions using high-level languages (e.g., C or C++) [Braun et al. 2003]. Also, full-
system simulators, like Symics [Magnusson et al. 2002] and others, have been
developed for embedded SW debugging and can reach megahertz speeds, but
are not able to accurately capture performance and power effects (e.g., at the
interconnection level) depending on the cycle-accurate behavior of the HW. Sec-
ond, transaction-level modeling in SystemC, in academic [Paulin et al. 2002]
and industrial context [CoWare 2004; ARM 2002] has enabled more accuracy
in system-level simulation at the cost of sacrificing simulation speed (about
100–200 KHz). Such speeds render unfeasible the testing of large systems due
to overly long simulation times, conversely to the proposed emulation frame-
work. Moreover, in most cases SW simulations are only limited to a number
of proprietary interfaces (e.g., AMBA [ARM 2004a] or Lisatek [CoWare 2004]).
Finally, important research has been done to obtain cycle-accurate frameworks
in SystemC or HDL languages. Companies have developed cycle-accurate sim-
ulators using postsynthesis libraries from HW vendors [Mentor Graphics 2003;
Synopsys 2003]. However, their simulation speeds (10–50 KHz) are unsuitable
for very complex MPSoC exploration. In the academic context, the MPARM
SystemC framework [Benini et al. 2005] is a complete simulator for system
exploration, since it includes cycle-accurate cores, complex memory hierarchies
(e.g., caches, scratch pads), and interconnects, like AMBA or networks-on-chip
(NoC). It can extract reliable energy and performance figures, but its major
shortcoming is again its simulation speed (120 KHz in a P-4 at 2.8 GHz).
An important alternative to MPSoC prototyping and validation is HW em-
ulation. In industry, one of the most complete sets of statistics is provided by
Palladium II [Cadence 2005], which can accommodate very complex systems
(i.e., up to 256 Mgate). However, its main disadvantages are its operation fre-
quency (approximately 1.6 MHz) and cost (around $1 million). Then, ASIC
integrator [ARM 2004a] is much faster for MPSoC architectural exploration.
Nevertheless, its major drawback is its limitation to only up to five ARM-based
cores and only AMBA interconnects. The same exploration limitation of pro-
prietary cores occurs with Heron SoC emulation [Heron Engineering 2004].
Other relevant industrial emulation approaches are System Explore [Aptix
2003] and Zebu-XL [Emulation and Verification Engineering 2005], both based
on multi-FPGA emulation in the order of MHz. They can be used to validate
intellectual property blocks, but are not flexible enough for fast MPSoC design
exploration or detailed statistics extraction. In the academic world, a relatively
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complete up-to-date emulation platform for exploring MPSoC alternatives is
TC4SOC [Nava et al. 2005]. It uses a proprietary 32-bit VLIW core and en-
ables exploration of interconnects by using an FPGA to reconfigure the network
interfaces (NIs). However, it does not enable detailed extraction of statistics and
performing thermal modeling at the other two architectural levels we propose,
namely, memory hierarchy and processing cores. Last, an interesting approach
that uses FPGA prototyping to speed-up coverification of pure SW simulators
is described in Nakamura et al. [2004]. In this case, the FPGA part is synchro-
nized on a cycle-by-cycle basis with the C/C++ SW part by using an array of
shared registers in the FPGA that can be accessed by both sides. This work
shows a final speed for the combined framework of 1 MHz, outlining the po-
tential benefits of combined HW-SW frameworks which we fully exploit in this
approach to reach an MPSoC emulation speed of 100 MHz.
Regarding thermal modeling, Skadron et al. [2004] presented a ther-
mal/power model for superscalar architectures. It can predict the temperature
variations between different components of a processor and show the subse-
quent increased leakage power and reduced performance. Additionally, Su et al.
[2003] investigated the impact of temperature and voltage variation across the
die of an embedded core. Their results show that the temperature can vary
by around 13.6 degrees across the die. Also, in Lo´pez-Buedo et al. [2000] the
temperature of FPGAs that are used as reconfigurable computers is measured
using ring oscillators which can be dynamically inserted, moved, or eliminated.
This empirical measurement method is interesting, yet only applicable to FP-
GAs that are as target devices. Our method alternatively aims at estimating the
temperature of integrated circuits implementing MPSoC designs. Nevertheless,
all of these works clearly prove the importance of hot spots in high-performance
and reconfigurable systems, as well as the need for temperature-aware design
and tools to support them.
Based on the previous and other similar thermal models, dynamic thermal
management (DTM) techniques have been suggested for processors using archi-
tectural adaptation, dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), dynamic frequency scaling
(DFS) and profiling-based techniques. In Skadron et al. [2002], it is proposed to
use formal feedback control theory as a way to implement adaptive techniques
in the processor architecture. In Srinivasan and Adve [2003] a predictive frame-
based DTM algorithm targeted at multimedia applications is presented. This
algorithm uses profiling to predict the theoretical highest performance within
a thermally safe HW configuration for the remaining frames of a certain type.
Also, Brooks and Martonosi [2001] performed extensive studies on empirical
DTM techniques (i.e., DVS, DFS, fetch toggling, throttling, and speculation
control) when the power consumption of a processor crosses a predetermined
threshold (i.e., 24W). Their results showed that both DFS and DVS can be very
inefficient if their invocation time is not set appropriately. Additionally, Rohou
and Smith [1999] suggested not scheduling hot tasks when the temperature
reaches a critical level. In this way, the CPU spends more time in low-power
states such that the temperature can be either locally or globally decreased. In
this work we address the problem of empirical validating such approaches with
long thermal simulations using real-life workloads, which becomes feasible with
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Fig. 1. Overview HW architecture of emulated MPSoCs.
our HW-SW thermal emulation tool. In fact, a simple DFS mechanism based on
the previous works is presented in our experiments to illustrate the flexibility
of the proposed HW-SW FPGA-based framework to interact with the SW part,
and to explore in real time different temperature management policies.
Finally, another interesting line of research to ease the problem of tempera-
ture in future MPSoCs is temperature-aware placement [Chu and Wong 1998;
Chen and Sapatnekar 2003; Goplen and Sapatnekar 2005]. In this case, the
temperature issues are addressed at design time to ensure that circuit blocks
are placed in such a way that they even out the thermal profile. All of these
techniques are complementary to ours since we assume that the final floorplan
and core placement phases have been already performed. Hence, our tool is
able to take the outcome of any of the previous approaches and validate their
predicted results during the execution of realistic applications of the target
working environments.
3. MPSOC EMULATION ARCHITECTURE
The proposed MPSoC framework uses FPGA emulation as the key element
to model the HW components of MPSoCs at multimegahertz speeds, and to
extract the detailed system statistics used in our SW thermal library running
in a host computer. An overview of the baseline HW architecture of the MPSoC
emulation platform is depicted in Figure 1. It consists of three main elements:
(1) different MPSoC processing cores, such as Power PC, Microblaze, ARM, or
VLIW;
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(2) the definition of configurable I- and D-cache, as well as main memories (i.e.,
private and shared memories between processors); and
(3) various interconnection mechanisms between the L1 memory hierarchy and
the main memory, namely, buses and NoCs.
These elements are designed in standard and parameterizable VHDL and
mapped onto a Xilinx Virtex 2 Pro vp30 board (or V2VP30) with 3M gates, which
costs approximately $2,000 in the market and includes two embedded Power
PCs, various types of memories (i.e., SRAM and DDR), and an Ethernet port.
However, any other FPGA could be used instead. The only requirements are the
availability of an Ethernet core to interact with the SW thermal tool, a compiler
for the included cores, and a method to upload both the FPGA synthesis of our
framework and the compiled code of the application under study. In our case,
Xilinx provides all these basic tools in its embedded development kit (EDK)
framework for FPGAs.
In addition, note that the purpose of our emulator is not prototyping the fi-
nal HW components in MPSoC systems, but constructing an emulation and fast
exploration tool that can be used by designers to discover the desired charac-
teristics and thermal effects of the eventual system. Therefore, our framework
includes mechanisms to configure the exploration and hide those physical char-
acteristics of the underlying HW that do not match the selected values (con-
versely to traditional prototyping), as will be explained further in Section 4.2.
In the following subsections we describe in detail the architecture and ad-
vanced emulation mechanisms of the different elements included in our emu-
lation platform. We also depict synthesis figures for each component.
3.1 Processing Elements
In our framework, various types of processing cores can be included, both pro-
prietary and public. The accepted input forms are netlists mapped onto the
underlying FPGA and HDL languages (i.e., Verilog, VHDL, or synthesizable
SystemC). This addition of cores is possible since the memory controller that
receives the memory requests in our system includes an external pinout inter-
face and protocol that can be easily modified to match the corresponding ones of
the studied processor (Section 3.2). Moreover, only the instruction-set emulation
part of the core is required because its memory hierarchy (e.g., caches or scratch
pad) is replaced by our framework to explore different memory configurations.
In the current version of the system, we have ported a hard core (PowerPC
405) and a RISC-32 soft core (Microblaze) provided by Xilinx. None includes
HDL sources, but only netlist mapping, and the inclusion process for their
pinout interfaces and protocols required one week. Regarding platform scala-
bility for MPSoC designs, a complete Microblaze requires only 4% of the total
resources of our V2VP30 FPGA (574 out of 13,696 slices).
3.2 Memory Hierarchy
As Figure 1 indicates, in the basic emulated architecture two memory levels
presently exist: L1 cache memories and main memories. However, it requires
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only a few minutes to add additional cache memory levels or private memories
to each processing element, either on a per-processor or processor-group basis.
The main element in the memory hierarchy that enables this easy integration
of new memory devices and protocols is the memory controller. One memory
controller is connected to each processing core to capture all its memory re-
quests. Then, the memory controller forwards them to the necessary element of
the memory subsystem according to the demanded memory address. In the cur-
rent implementation, it takes 2% of the total available resources of our V2VP30
FPGA (270 slices), and includes interfaces and protocols for 4 memory compo-
nents and 3 different memory address ranges:
(1) private main memory, cacheable or noncacheable, addressable in a config-
urable memory range of each processor: It is possible to configure its size
and latency, so long as enough block random access memory (BRAM) re-
sources exist. Its synthesis takes 1% of the V2VP30 (181 slices), apart from
the used BRAM that depends on the desired size.
(2) shared main memory, cacheable or noncacheable according to the user’s con-
figuration: It is possible to configure its total size and latency, and it does
not take any area in the FPGA since it uses real memories available on
the board, namely, synchronous random access memories (SRAM) or double
data rate synchronous dynamic RAM (DDR-SDRAM or DDR memories).
(3) private HW-controlled D- and I-caches: It is possible to define independently
the total D- and I-cache sizes, line sizes, and latencies to explore different
design alternatives. In our experiments, both caches are directly mapped.
However, their modular designs include in different concurrent processes
the replacement policy and associativity features, making it easy to change
this configuration with additional algorithms to test. Its synthesis uses 1%
of the V2VP30 (181 slices) and the amount of used BRAM varies according
to the desired size.
Finally, each memory controller is able to observe and synchronize different
clock domains due to its multiple external interfaces (see Figure 1). It has in-
ternal counters for each type of connected memory to keep track of the elapsed
time and compare it with user-defined latencies. Then, the memory controller
informs the virtual platform clock manager (VPCM) (see Section 4.2) to stop
the processor’s clock during the emulation each time one physical memory de-
vice cannot fulfill the defined latency. Hence, the stopped processor preserves
its current internal state until it is resumed by the clock manager, when the
memory controller informs it that the information requested is available. This
mechanism enables tradeoffs between emulation performance and use of re-
sources, as detailed in Section 4.2. Currently, our memory controller monitors
two clock domains: one for the microprocessor and the other for the memories
and memory controller itself.
3.3 Interconnection Mechanisms
The third configurable element in our MPSoC emulation framework is the in-
terconnection mechanism between the memory controller and main memory
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(i.e., in BRAM, SRAM, or DDR memories). At this level, we have included both
buses and NoCs. To enable this variety of choices, apart from multiple types
of interfaces of the memory controller, we have also included a configurable
main memory bridge in the device side. It includes two different public pinout
interfaces: one corresponds to the memory and the other to the instantiated in-
terconnection. Similarly as the memory controller, this enables us to extend the
current list of available interconnection mechanisms by modifying the required
pinout and protocol.
In the current version, two available buses on Xilinx FPGAs are included,
namely, an on-chip peripheral bus (OPB) for general-purpose devices and a pro-
cessor local bus (PLB) for fast memories and processors. Also, we have created
our own 32-bit data/address bus for exploration purposes. It is inspired by the
basic functionality of the AMBA 2 AHB interconnect [ARM 2003], where
the bandwidth and arbitration policies can be configured. Thus, starting from
the initial OPB scheme, we have removed the signals used for advanced arbi-
tration schemes, transaction parking request, etc. Also, the arbitration protocol
is specified at compile time, hence avoiding the need for a dedicated signal to
set the arbitration mode. Currently, the allowed arbitration modes are: priority-
based and round robin. In addition, the latency and bus width can be config-
ured. For our experiments (see Section 7) the arbitration latency is one cycle,
and connected to all processing cores through an OPB interface and to an exter-
nal SRAM memory through a custom SRAM controller. Its synthesis (including
the SRAM controller) represents 1% of the V2P30 FPGA (210 slices).
In addition, we have included a facility for exploring custom-made NoC so-
lutions. The synthesizable NoC code is generated using the Xpipes NoC com-
piler [Jalabert et al. 2004]. It allows for studying topologies with any number of
switches, links with bandwidth constraints, and NIs to connect external cores to
the NoC. We have modified the memory controller and main memory bridges to
generate open core protocol (OCP) transactions as the Xpipes NIs require [Jal-
abert et al. 2004]. Regarding FPGA utilization, a complex NoC-based system
with 6 switches of 4 input/output channels and 3 output buffers uses 70% of
the V2P30 FPGA (9,659 slices).
The inclusion of each of these buses and NoC interfaces in our framework
required one week of work. Furthermore, as with processing cores, any other
high-performance proprietary bus (e.g., AMBA, STBus, etc.) can be added to
our emulation framework as a black box, since the integration process only
requires to know the used protocol and external bus pinout.
4. STATISTICS EXTRACTION SUBSYSTEM
The main feature pursued in the design of the statistic extraction subsystem
is its transparent inclusion in the basic MPSoC architecture to be evaluated,
and with minimum performance penalty in the overall emulation process. For
this purpose, as depicted in Figure 2, we have implemented HW sniffers (see
Section 4.1) that monitor certain signals of the memory controller and the exter-
nal pinout of each device included in the emulated MPSoC. These sniffers cal-
culate, among other statistics, the energy consumed in each cell (see Section 5)
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Fig. 2. Overview of the statistics extraction subsystem.
of the floorplan of the emulated MPSoC, and store the final values in a buffer
created in the FPGA BRAM memory. Finally, the buffers are concurrently pro-
cessed by our network dispatcher to generate medium access control (MAC)
packets in our own format, and sent by an Ethernet port to the SW thermal
modeling library running in the connected computer. One key additional ele-
ment in this extraction mechanism is the VPCM module (see Section 4.2), which
enables stopping and resuming the statistics extraction mechanism in the case
of congestion of the Ethernet connection.
4.1 HW Sniffers
HW sniffers transparently extract the statistics from each MPSoC component
defined in the floorplan. From a design point-of-view, all sniffers in our platform
share a common structure. They have a dedicated interface to capture internal
signals from the module they are monitoring, and a connection to our custom
statistics bus. To create a new sniffer, the designer need only define what to
monitor in the component and how to connect the sniffer to the bus. For tem-
perature monitoring, HW sniffers measure the time that each processor spends
in active/stalled/idle mode at runtime, and the number and types of access to
memories in the system (i.e., I- and D-caches, and large shared and private
main memories). At the interconnection level (buses or NoC), the monitored
values are the number of signal transitions. There is an skeleton available to
ease the creation of new sniffers for this purpose. Currently, we provide two
different types of sniffers. The first, called event logging, exhaustively logs all
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interesting events that occur in the platform. The second, called count logging,
only counts events such as cache misses, bus transactions, memory accesses,
etc.; thus, it generates more concise results, which is typically what designers
demand from cycle-accurate simulators to test their systems. Our experimental
results with real-life MPSoC designs (see Section 7) indicate that practically an
unlimited number of event-counting sniffers can be added to the design without
deteriorating at all the emulation speed. This establishes one of the main differ-
ences from SW cycle-accurate simulation systems: The addition of additional
cores or analysis sniffers to the MPSoC architecture does not slow down the
emulation process due to the implicit concurrent synchronization of signals be-
tween different HW modules working in parallel to compose a complete MPSoC
architecture. In fact, HW sniffers merely act as an additional HW component
that transparently monitors the switching activity of signal and internal states
of the bare MPSoC HW architecture.
Finally, as an example to evaluate how much FPGA area overhead the statis-
tics extraction subsystem represents, the amount of resources used by one
event-logging sniffer is 0.1% (14 slices), while for an event-counting sniffer
it is about 0.2% (31 slices).
4.2 Virtual Platform Clock Manager (VPCM)
The VPCM is the HW element used in our framework to provide multiple vir-
tual clock domains. This module generates as output the clock signals used
in the emulated MPSoC subsystems (VIRTUAL CLK signals in Figure 2). It re-
ceives three different types of input signals. First, the physical clock is gen-
erated in the oscillator of the FPGA (not shown in Figure 2 for simplification
purposes), which in the current implementation is set to 100 MHz. Second,
one signal from each memory controller of the emulated MPSoC subsystems
(VIRTUAL CLK SUPPRESSION 1..N in Figure 2) is used to request a virtual clock
inhibition period if any attached memory device of the emulated hierarchy is
not able to return the requested value at this moment, respecting its set user-
defined latency (see Section 3.2). Third, signals coming from different virtual
temperature sensors (SENSOR 1..N in Figure 2) monitor whether any component
has increased its temperature beyond/below a certain threshold. This mecha-
nism enables the use of runtime thermal management policies (see Section 7
for examples). Virtual temperature sensors are regular registers that store the
current updated runtime temperature coming from the SW thermal library run-
ning in the host computer. However, in the final MPSoC they would be replaced
by real sensors. Then, the use of virtual clock domains generated by the VPCM is
twofold:
—First, the emulation of MPSoCs can be done for physical features other than
those of available HW components. Once the respective VIRTUAL CLK SUPPRES-
SION 1..N signal is high, the corresponding VIRTUAL CLK signal of that subsys-
tem (or set of subsystems) is activated. Then, the stopped processor preserves
its current internal state until it is resumed by the VPCM, when the memory
controller states that the information requested is available in the accessed
memory. This mechanism allows us to implement the corresponding memory
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resources either in internal FPGA memory (for optimal performance) or with
external memories (for bigger size), while balancing emulation performance
and the use of resources. For instance, if the desired latency of main mem-
ories is 10 cycles but the available type of memory modules in the FPGA is
slower (e.g., use of DDR instead of SRAMs), the VPCM can stop the clock
of the processors involved at runtime. Thus, it can hide the additional clock
cycles required by the memory. Our VPCM includes two clock domains: (1)
microprocessor, memories, and interconnections; and (2) memory controllers.
—Second, the virtual clock of all or part of the components in the emulated
MPSoC can be transparently stopped/resumed at runtime in the case of sat-
uration of the Ethernet connection during download/upload of the extracted
statistics/estimated temperatures.
The combination of these two mechanisms enables the execution and ther-
mal modeling of HW configurations of the emulated MPSoC at a different speed
from the allowed clock speed of available HW components. In fact, it is similar
to the mechanism used in SW simulations, but at a much higher frequency (see
Section 7). For instance, it is possible to explore the thermal modeling effects
of a final system clocked at 500 MHz, even if the present cores of the FPGA can
only work at 100 MHz. To this end, instead of using a 10 ms statistics sampling
frequency with a desired virtual clock emulation of 500 MHz, our framework
uses a virtual clock of 100 MHz (the maximum clock allowed in FPGA emulation
after synthesis). This clock is 5× slower than the desired emulated clock and
collects the statistics every 50 ms, but the switching activity in each MPSoC
component monitored at this interval is equivalent to target system for 10 ms.
Therefore, our framework samples every 50 ms of real execution, but is ana-
lyzed by the SW thermal library as representing 10 ms of the target MPSoC
emulated execution. The major requirement in this case is the definition of
the sampled/emulating frequency and the target MPSoC frequency to config-
ure the SW thermal model accordingly. The SW thermal model is described
next.
5. MPSOC SW POWER/THERMAL MODELING
Our SW thermal tool is a C++ library that enables thermal exploration of silicon
bulk chip systems. It can evaluate the thermal behavior in devices modeled
at different levels of abstraction (i.e., gate-level, RTL-level, and architectural-
level). The switching activities of the wires and components in the die for this
thermal analysis are obtained from our FPGA-based MPSoC emulation (see
Section 3). Then, the library can be configured in multiple ways to evaluate
the thermal behavior of different alternatives for each final MPSoC chip. For
instance, its space resolution for thermal accuracy is configurable (i.e., number
of temperature cells in a fixed area), as are many other packaging parameters
(e.g., quality of heat sink, thermal capacitance of the different materials that
compose the chip, etc.). In our experiments (Section 7), this flexibility in thermal
library configuration is used to investigate the runtime thermal behavior of
multiple cores and embedded memories on a single die in the case of different
package solutions and floorplan designs for MPSoCs.
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Table I. Power for the Most Important Components of an MPSoC Design (using a
0.13 μm bulk CMOS technology)
Max. Power Max. Power
MPSoC Component (at 100 MHz) (at 500 MHz) Max. Power Density
RISC 32-ARM7 5.5mW — 0.03W/mm2
RISC 32-ARM11 0.3W 1.5W 0.52W/mm2
DCache 8kB/DM (ARM7) 28mW — 0.028W/mm2
DCache 8kB/DM (ARM11) 142mW 710mW 1.97W/mm2
ICache 8kB/DM (ARM7) 28mW — 0.028W/mm2
ICache 8kB/DM (ARM11) 142mW 710mW 1.97W/mm2
Memory 32kB (ARM7) 11mW — 0.01W/mm2
Memory 32kB (ARM11) 55mW 275mW 0.76W/mm2
NoC switch (6x6-32b) 56mW 257mW 0.08W/mm2
NoC network interface 23mW 128mW 0.02W/mm2
In the next subsections, we first discuss the utilized power model. Second, we
explain the thermal model in detail. Finally, we review the thermal calculation
speed and accuracy of the current library implementation.
5.1 Power Estimation
In Table I, we outline the power consumption and power densities for the most
important components of the evaluated MPSoCs as an illustration of what our
tool requires. We use, as Table I indicates, the maximum power numbers for
each component as the worst case, but the effective power can normally be
lower, depending on the workload (activities of processors and memories), and
be given as an input by the designer for his particular design. These values
have been derived from industrial power models for a 0.13 μm technology.
Regarding leakage power, we currently assign a fixed 10% weight to leak-
age energy. This figure actually corresponds to the indications of the inter-
national technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) [SIA 2004] for low-
standby power systems in 0.13 μ with a supply voltage of 1.2–1.3V. ITRS out-
lines that in this case Vdd/Vt are very aggresively scaled to guarantee sufficient
battery lifetime. Hence, using an optimal Vdd/Vt operating point results in very
limited leakage power variation for different working temperatures. However,
in more recent technology nodes, leakage variations become more important,
and our SW thermal library and HW sniffers can be extended accordingly.
5.2 Thermal Estimation
In our case we consider MPSoCs HW that is made of silicon die wrapped into
a package placed on a printed circuit board (PCB), with variable cost (from
low-cost to high-cost packaging, as shown in Section 7). In this case, as shown
in Figure 3, the heat flow starts from the bottom surface of the die and goes up
to the silicon, passes through the heat spreader, and ends at the environment
interface where the heat is spread by natural convection [Skadron et al. 2004].
Therefore, for modeling the heat flow, we rely on an equivalent electrical RC
model (see Figure 3). Two RC models are supported. On the one hand, we have
developed our own thermal model of MPSoC considering nonlinear resistances
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Fig. 3. Chip packaging solution.
Fig. 4. (a) Chip divided into cells; (b) equivalent RC circuit.
inside the silicon [Paci et al. 2006] in order to match the behavior of thermal
conductivity. We consider the heat spreader made of copper and use linear
resistances to model it. Currently, we can analyze 2 seconds of simulation (in
a 660-cell floorplan) in 1.65 seconds on a P-4 at 3 GHz, which is fast enough
to interact in real time with our FPGA-based MPSoC emulation. On the other
hand, we have cross-checked our results by including in our tool the capability
to use the Hotspot v3.0 thermal model [Skadron et al. 2004] (see Section 7 for
more details). It is an accurate model for high-performance processors, based
on an equivalent circuit of linear thermal resistances and capacitances which
correspond to microarchitecture blocks and essential aspects of the thermal
package. This model has been validated using finite element simulation. In the
following subsections, we further describe our own thermal model and refer to
Skadron et al. [2004] for a more detailed explanation of this library.
5.2.1 Modeling the Heat Flow. A low-power MPSoC is usually packed
within a plastic ball grid array package [Vandevelde et al. 2001] (see Figure 3).
In our library, we assume that all surfaces but that of the heat spreader are
adiabatic. The spreader disposes the generated heat by natural convection with
the ambient.
Then, similar to Skadron et al. [2004], Su et al. [2003], and Heo et al. [2003],
we exploit the well-known analogy between electrical circuits and thermal mod-
els. We decompose the silicon die and heat spreader in elementary cells which
have a cubic shape (see Figure 4) and use an equivalent RC model for com-
puting the temperature of each cell. By varying the cell size and number of
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Fig. 5. MPSoC floorplan with (a) 4 ARM7 cores; and (b) 4 ARM11 cores.
cells, we can tradeoff the simulation speed of the thermal library with its accu-
racy. In our experiments we have used two basic floorplans: (a) 4 ARM7 cores
at 100 MHz; and (b) 4 ARM11 running at 100 or 500 MHz, both in 0.13 μm
technology (see Figure 5). The interconnect is clocked at the same frequency as
the cores in each case. The cell sizes used in both cases are 150um ∗ 150um.
We assume that the power is uniformly burned in this region, which repre-
sents 1/8th of the size of an ARM processor in 0.13 μm. For technologies with
worse thermal conductance, such as the fully depleted silicon-on-insulator [SIA
2004], it is possible to use smaller thermal cells (down to the level of standard
cells).
5.2.2 Equivalent RC Thermal Model. We associate with each cell a thermal
capacitance and five thermal resistances (see Figure 4). Four resistances are
used for modeling the horizontal thermal spreading, whereas the fifth is used
for vertical thermal behavior. The thermal conductivity and capacitance of each
cell is computed as follows (where ksi/cuth is the thermal conductivity and c
si/cu
th is
the thermal capacitance per unit volume):
GNESWth = ksi/cuth ·
h · w
l
(1)
Gtopth = ksi/cuth ·
l · w
h
(2)
Cth = cth · l · h · w (3)
We model the generated heat by adding an equivalent current source to the
cells on the bottom surface. The heat injected by the current source into the
cell corresponds to the power density of the architectural component covering
the cell (e.g., a memory decoder or processor) multiplied by the surface area of
the cell. No heat is transferred down into the package from these bottom cells.
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Table II. Thermal Properties
silicon thermal conductivity 150 ·
(
300
T
)4/3
W/mK
silicon specific heat 1.628e − 12J/um3 K
silicon thickness 350um
copper thermal conductivity 400W/mK
copper specific heat 3.55e − 12J/um3 K
copper thickness 1000um
package-to-air conductivity (low-cost) 40K /W
In contrast, the heat from cells on the top surface is removed through
convection. We model this by connecting an extra resistance in series where
Rtopth = 1/Gtopth resistance. The value of this resistance is equal to the package-
to-air resistance weighted with the relative area of the cell to the area of the
spreader.
Finally, the thermal model is calibrated against a 3D finite element analysis
given by an industrial partner.
5.2.3 Thermal Properties. In Table II we enumerate thermal properties
of the different packaging options used during our experiments. The amount
of heat that can be removed by natural convection strongly depends on the
environment, such as the placement of the chip on the PCB as in the case of
embedded systems. Regarding package-to-air resistance, we consider the case of
very low-cost packaging where a good average value is 42W/K (see Vandevelde
et al. [2001]) because of the uncertainty of the final MPSoC working conditions.
However, since this value is higher than the actual figures published by some
package vendors, in our experiments (see Section 7) we also study the effect of
different packaging solutions for MPSoCs.
6. HW-SW MPSOC EMULATION FLOWS
The key advantage of our framework for exploration of MPSoC designs with
thermal management at high speed is its double integration of statistics ex-
traction (from HW emulation) and SW thermal simulation of all MPSoC archi-
tectural blocks in one overall tool flow. The whole system flow is depicted in
Figure 6.
First, the HW and SW components of the system are defined. Regarding
HW, the user specifies in this phase one concrete architecture and all the HW
sniffers. These HW sniffers are to extract statistics for each of the three main
architectural levels that constitute the final MPSoC: processing cores, mem-
ory subsystem, and interconnection to the main memories. This is done by
instantiating, in a plug-and-play fashion, the predefined HDL modules avail-
able in our repository for each of the aforementioned three levels (see Section 3)
and corresponding sniffers. In our case we use the Xilinx integrated software
environment. As for the SW part, in this phase it is compiled in the applica-
tion(s) to be tested in the emulated MPSoC. In our case we use Xilinx EDK,
which includes GNU C (gcc) and C++ (g++) compilers/linkers for the Power
PC and the Microblaze cores available in our repository. Also, EDK enables
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Fig. 6. Complete HW-SW flows included in the FPGA-based thermal emulation framework.
loading different binaries on each system processor. Thus, if the application to
be tested is already written in any of these languages, no effort is required for
the designer, since the memory hierarchy and utilization of the interconnection
mechanism (e.g., generation of OCP transaction for the NIs of the NoC) are
transparently generated by the underlying emulated HW architecture. For a
complex MPSoC with 8 processors and 20 additional HW modules, this phase
requires 10 to 12 hours overall, including the complete synthesis phase with
standard tools. Moreover, modifications in the current core configurations take
less than 1 hour to resynthesize, while the compilation of the additional SW
part of a 4-processor emulation system only takes minutes.
In the next phase, the floorplan to be evaluated according to the previous HW
definition is specified. At this time the different energy and frequency values
for each HW component in the emulated MPSoC are set. Also, the configurable
granularity of the temperature updates and communication between the FPGA
and SW thermal library is configured. This value is fixed at 10 ms in our exper-
iments (Section 7).
Next, the whole HW emulated MPSoC is uploaded onto the Xilinx FPGA-
based platform using a JTAG device, and the graphical interface of our SW
thermal model is launched in the host computer. After this point our frame-
work runs autonomously. While the emulated system is running, the statistics
concerning the power values for each cell defined in the layout are concurrently
extracted, and sent to the thermal simulator running onto the host computer
via a standard Ethernet connection. The thermal simulator calculates in real
time the new temperatures and feeds back these updates by sending MAC pack-
ets to the FPGA-based emulation framework. According to this newly received
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Table III. Timing Comparisons between Our MPSoC Emulation
Framework and MPARM
MPARM HW Emulator
Matrix (1 core) 106 sec 1.2 sec (88×)
Matrix (4 cores) 5 min 23 sec 1.2 sec (269×)
Matrix (8 cores) 13 min 17 sec 1.2 sec (664×)
Dithering (4 cores-bus) 2 min 35 sec 0.18 sec (861×)
Dithering (4 cores-NoC) 3 min 15 sec 0.17 sec (1147×)
Matrix-TM (4 cores-NoC) 2 days 5’ 02 sec (1612×)
information, the implemented temperature manager in our FPGA can be used
to test different runtime thermal management policies on the emulated MPSoC
(see Section 7 for an example).
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have assessed the performance and flexibility of the proposed emulation
framework in comparison with the MPARM framework [Benini et al. 2005] and
its internal SW thermal library by running several examples of multimedia
and intensive processing cores of MPSoC designs (see Sections 7.1 and 7.2).
Additionally, our experiments include applying the presented framework to test
a runtime DFS mechanism for one complex MPSoC case study based on ARM-
11 cores (see Section 7.3), with various packaging techniques (Section 7.4), and
different thermal-aware floorplan solutions (Section 7.5). In our experiments
MPARM is executed on a P-4 at 3.0 GHz with 1GB of SDRAM and running
GNU/Linux 2.6.
7.1 MPSoC Emulation vs. Simulation Performance Evaluation
In the first set of experiments we have assessed the performance of the bare
MPSoC emulation framework (without thermal modeling) for system architec-
ture exploration, in comparison to cycle-accurate simulators. To this end, we
evaluated various configurations of interconnections and processors (1 to 8) us-
ing a complex L1 hierarchy for each core with a 4KB D-cache/I-cache, 16KB of
private memory, and a global 1MB main shared memory. All processors used
OPB and OCP buses. As an example, the MPSoC design with HW sniffers and 4
processors (1 hard-core PowerPC and 3 soft-core Microblazes) consumes 66% of
the V2VP30 and runs at 100 MHz. Next, we explored the use of NoCs [Jalabert
et al. 2004] instead of buses. The tested NoC had two 32-bit switches with 6
inputs/outputs and 3-package buffers. This NoC-based MPSoC required 80% of
our FPGA.
For the SW drivers, first we used a kernel application (MATRIX in Table III)
that performs independent matrix multiplications at each processor private
memory and combines the results in memory at the end. Second, we used a
dithering filter (DITHERING in Table III) using the Floyd algorithm [Floyd 1985]
in two 128x128 grey images, divided into 4 segments and stored in shared mem-
ories. This application is highly parallel and imposes almost the same workload
in each processor. The obtained timing results are depicted in Table III.
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These results show that the HW-SW emulation framework scales signifi-
cantly better than SW simulation. In fact, an exploration of MPSoC solutions
with 8 cores for the Matrix driver took 1.2 seconds per run in our case, but more
than 13 minutes in MPARM (at 125 KHz), resulting in a speedup of 664×. More-
over, the exploration of NoCs with complex SW drivers (dithering with 4 cores,
30 HW MPSoC components in total) shows larger speedups (1147×) due to sig-
nal management overhead in cycle-accurate simulators (Table III). As a result,
our HW-SW emulation framework achieved an overall speedup of more than
three orders of magnitude (1147×), illustrating its clear benefits for exploration
of the design space of complex MPSoC architectures compared to cycle-accurate
simulators.
7.2 MPSoC Thermal Modeling Using Cycle-Accurate Simulation vs.
HW-SW Emulation
In the second set of experiments we have verified the capabilities of real time
interaction between the HW FPGA-based emulation and SW thermal library
components of our system, compared to pure cycle-accurate SW simulation. In
this case we considered a low-cost package solution (see Table II). From the
HW viewpoint, we defined a system with 4 RISC-32 processing cores. Each core
was attached to a local 8KB direct-mapped instruction and data caches, using
a write-through replacement policy. Also, each processor had a 32KB cacheable
private memory, and a 32KB shared memory was included in the system. The
memories and processors were connected using an XPipes NoC of four 6x6
switches and NI modules. The considered floorplan is shown in Figure 5 and
included 128 thermal cells. We obtained the dimensions of the NoC circuits by
synthesizing and building a layout. As the SW driver for this MPSoC design,
we defined a benchmark (Matrix-TM in Table III) that keeps the processor
workload close to 100% all of the time, pushing the MPSoC to its processing
power limits to observe effects in temperature. This benchmark implements a
pipeline of 100K matrix multiplication kernels based on the Matrix benchmark
(see Table III). Each processor executes a matrix multiplication between an
input matrix and a private operand matrix, then feeds its output to the logically
following processor. The platform receives a continuous flow of input matrices
and produces a continuous flow of output matrices. Every core follows a fixed
execution pattern: (i) copy of an input matrix from the shared memory to its
private memory; and (ii) multiplication of the new matrix with a matrix already
stored in the private memory; (iii) copy of the resulting matrix back to the shared
memory. During the whole execution, interrupt and/or semaphore slaves are
queried to keep the synchronization, creating an important amount of traffic to
the memories. The obtained timing results (Table III) show that our HW-SW
emulation framework takes approximately 5 minutes for the entire execution
of the driver, including thermal monitoring, versus 2 days in MPARM for just
0.18 seconds of real execution (left corner in Figure 7); Thus, our framework
achieves more than three orders of magnitude in speedups (1612×) compared
to SW-based thermal simulation, making feasible to study, in a reasonable time,
long thermal effects.
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Fig. 7. Average temperature evolution of Matrix-TM in a 4-core MPSoC at 500 MHz or using a
two-choice DFS (500–100MHz).
7.3 Evaluation of Dynamic Thermal Strategies in MPSoCs
In the third set of experiments we have performed a long thermal emulation
in our framework to observe thermal effects on the MPSoC with real-life pro-
cessing inputs of embedded applications. We ran the Matrix-TM workload for
100K iterations and the results for a 500 MHz emulation are shown in Figure 7.
These indicate the need to perform long emulations to estimate thermal effects
(note in Figure 7 that the previous simulation in MPARM only represents a very
limited part of the overall MPSoC thermal behavior). Due to the high rise in
temperature observed in the MPSoC design, we explored the possible benefits
of DTM techniques within our HW-SW emulation framework. To this end, we
implemented a simple threshold monitoring policy using the available HW tem-
perature sensors in our framework. The policy consists of a simple dual-state
machine that monitors at runtime whether the temperature of each MPSoC
component increases/decreases above/below two certain thresholds that we de-
fined (350 or 340 degrees Kelvin in this example). Then, the temperature sen-
sors inform the VPCM, which performs DFS choosing between 500 or 100 MHz
accordingly. The results are also shown in Figure 7 and indicate that this simple
thermal management policy could be highly beneficial in MPSoC designs using
low-cost packaging solutions (i.e., with values of package-to-air resistance of
more than 40K/W). Furthermore, these results outline the potential benefits of
our HW-SW emulation tool for exploring the design space of complex thermal
management policies in MPSoCs, compared to SW cycle-accurate simulators
that suffer from important speed limits.
7.4 Floorplan Selection Exploration in MPSoCs
When an integrated system is built for a certain MPSoC, the definition of an
appropriate floorplan is a very complex task for system integration designers.
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Fig. 8. MPSoC floorplan with cores; (a) scattered in the corners; and (b) clustered in the center of
the chip.
In fact, deciding a suitable placement for each block in the MPSoC architecture
requires taking into account multiple constraints (e.g., power, energy, perfor-
mance, etc.) with values that are specific for each design. Recently, due to the
increasing temperature in MPSoCs, thermal behavior has become another key
factor defining the placement of each block of the design [Chu and Wong 1998;
Chen and Sapatnekar 2003]. In this set of experiments we have used our tool to
evaluate two additional thermal-aware floorplans (see Figure 8) for our initial
case study with four processing cores and a NoC-based interconnect working at
500 MHz (see Figure 5). The first alternative floorplan scatters the processing
cores in the corners of the chip (Figure 8(a)), while in the second all the cores are
clustered together in the center (Figure 8(b)). We assumed the use of a low-cost
packaging solution in all cases (see Table II).
The results are shown in Figure 9. In this case we can observe that the best
floorplan to minimize temperature (15% less heating speed on average than
the initial floorplan of Figure 5) was achieved with the placement technique
that tries to assign processing cores to the corners of the layout (labeled as
scattered in Figure 9). Hence, this solution is the best of the three thermal-
aware placement options because it most delays the need to apply the available
DFS mechanism shown in Figure 9, although its interconnects experience more
heating effects due to the longer and more conflicting connection paths between
components, which can originate more NoC congestion effects. By contrast, the
solution that tries to place all processing cores in the center of the chip (labeled
as clustered in Figure 9) shows the worse thermal behavior, but just slightly
worst in temperature (5% on average) than the original manual placement of
cores used for this MPSoC design, while the delays in interconnections between
cores are minimal for the former due to their closest locations in the floorplan
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Fig. 9. Average temperature evolution with different floorplans for Matrix-TM at 500 MHz with
DFS on.
(see Figure 8(b)). The main conclusion from this study is that a more aggresive
temperature-aware placement must be applied (e.g., placement of cores scat-
tered in the corners of the chip) to justify placing the cores apart, as attempted
in the original manual design, to compensate for the heating effects on the chip
due to longer interconnects. Otherwise, the possible penalty for long intercon-
nects may not be justified, since a uniform distribution of power sources does
not necessarily lead to a uniform temperature in the die. Moreover, these re-
sults clearly outline the importance for tool designers to explore the concrete
thermal behavior of each design, and to select the most appropriate placement
in an early stage of integration flow.
7.5 Effect of Different Packaging Technologies and SW Thermal Libraries
In this final set of experiments we tested different packaging solutions and
compared them with the thermal behavior of the low-cost value of 40K/W that
was initially considered (Table II) for our MPSoC floorplan with four RISC-32
processing cores working at 500 MHz with a NoC interconnect (see Figure 5).
We simulated this floorplan with two additional values, namely, 12K/W in the
case of standard packaging [ARM 2004b] and 5K/W in the case of high-cost and
high-performance embedded processors [AMD 2004]. The results are shown in
Figure 10.
As this figure shows, in the case of the standard packaging solution, the MP-
SoC design required more time to heat up and reached a maximum value of
360 degrees Kelvin when the DFS mechanism was not applied. This is lower
than the case of low-cost packaging (40K/W), which reached a temperature
of more than 500 degrees Kelvin. However, the thermal behavior of the stan-
dard packaging system was similar to the low-cost solution (its starting point
was only slightly shifted to the right due to its more gradual temperature-rise
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Fig. 10. Thermal behavior for an MPSoC floorplan using low-cost, standard, and high-cost pack-
aging solutions.
curve) when the presented threshold-based DTM strategy of Section 7.3, fixed
at 250 degrees Kelvin, was applied. Therefore, with this threshold value, no
significant improvements were obtained with the standard package, and the
low-cost solution would be preferable for this design using DTM. However, for
the high-cost packaging solution (for 5K/W), the system showed a completely
different temperature behavior where the chip never went beyond 325 degrees
Kelvin. Therefore, this packaging solution creates much less thermal stress in
the overall MPSoC implementation, and does not require the application of DFS
because the design never reaches a temperature above the 350-degree-Kelvin
threshold. As a result, this solution could significantly increase the expected
mean-time-to-failure of the component and be interesting in highly reliable ver-
sions of this MPSoC chip design. However, note that this type of package has
the important drawback of high cost for the manufacturer of the final embedded
system, namely, typically 5 to 12× more than standard package solutions and
more than 20× the cost of the low-cost package solution [IBM 2006]; Thus, it
can seriously increase the price of the final product and developers would like
to avoid it if possible. Hence, this type of experiment and presented framework
can be a very powerful tool for designers to decide which type of packaging
technique would be enough for a specific set of constraints in forthcoming gen-
erations of MPSoC designs.
Finally, we performed the same set of emulation experiments replacing our
library with the well-known Hotspot v3.0 thermal library [Skadron et al. 2004],
configuring it with the same packaging options previously tested. The results
of this additional set of experiments show a very similar thermal behavior in
comparison to our own library in the case of high-cost packaging (less than 3
degrees Kelvin of difference), which is the original target of the Hotspot library.
In cases, of low-cost and standard packaging, variations that range between
4 to 15 degrees Kelvin have been observed. The origin of these variations the
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nonlinear dependency factor of silicon thermal conductivity with respect to the
actual temperature in the die, which is included in our own library, but not
modeled in the Hotspot library. In fact, our results indicate that this nonlinear
part of the thermal equations is particularly important when the temperature
rises beyond 360 degrees Kelvin in the case of low-cost packaging solutions,
and needs to be considered at each moment of the emulation to get accurate
thermal measurements for this type of MPSoC packaging technology.
8. CONCLUSIONS
MPSoC architectures have been proposed as a promising solution to tackle the
complexity of forthcoming embedded systems. These future consumer devices
will contain an extremely large amount of transistors, thanks to nanoscale
technologies, but will be very hard to design, as they must execute multiple
complex real time applications (e.g., video processing or 3D games) while meet-
ing several additional design constraints (e.g., energy consumption or short
time-to-market). Moreover, the rise of temperature in the die for on-chip com-
ponents can seriously affect the performance and reliability of final MPSoC
designs. In this article we have presented a new HW-SW emulation framework
that provides designers with a powerful tool to study the thermal behavior
of MPSoC designs at three different architectural levels, namely, processing
cores, memory subsystems and interconnection mechanisms. The experimental
results have shown that our proposed framework obtains detailed reports of
the thermal features of final MPSoC floorplans, with speedups of three or-
ders of magnitude compared to cycle-accurate MPSoC simulators. Also, the
further additions of processing cores and more complex memory architectures
in our emulation framework suitably scale. Thus, almost no loss in emula-
tion speed occurs (conversely to cycle-accurate simulators), which enables long
simulations of complex MPSoCs, as thermal modeling requires. Furthermore,
the real time interaction between HW emulation and SW thermal model-
ing through the Ethernet connection enables the application and testing of
complex dynamic thermal management policies to the emulated MPSoC at
runtime.
In addition, we have used our tool to evaluate different temperature-aware
placement techniques that try to compensate for the heating effects of MPSoCs.
Our study indicates that the significant overheads of power dissipated in long
interconnects can clearly affect the overall thermal behavior of the final MP-
SoC, and that a uniform distribution of power sources in the die does may not
necessarily produce a uniform temperature in the final chip. Hence, MPSoCs
designed in the latest technology nodes require the use of tools to study their
suitable placement in an early stage of system integration, according to the ap-
plications that will be executed in each final MPSoC. Also, we have illustrated
the effectiveness of the presented thermal evaluation tool to rapidly study the
effects of different packaging options for concrete MPSoC solutions. Our re-
sults indicate that the selection of final packaging solutions clearly depends on
the thermal management techniques included in the target MPSoCs, and more
costly packagings may suffer the same heating effects as low-cost ones; Thus,
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a demand for expensive packaging solutions cannot be justified without prior
extensive thermal exploration. Finally, we have shown the versatility of our
tool in various thermal libraries, and illustrated the need for different thermal
models according to the implementation requirements of the target MPSoCs
(e.g., high- or low-cost packaging).
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